The relationship between automobile manufacturers and their dealers—traditionally characterized by a power imbalance in favor of the manufacturers—has been a test, in microcosm, of the ability of the legal system to respond to rapidly changing social and economic patterns. The setting, superficially, is one of contract in the sense that this relationship finds expression in selling agreements or franchises; but problems stemming from disproportionate bargaining strength have seldom been resolved to the dealers' satisfaction in terms of orthodox contract theory. With the aid of legal materials, letters, personal interviews, newspaper articles and industry journals, Professor Macaulay traces in stages the efforts of the dealers to redress the power imbalance and the consequences of these efforts. He concludes that little has been done to benefit a conscientious but inefficient dealer unable to meet reasonable business requirements or the dealer who resists a strategy of low-profit-per-unit high-volume selling. Rather the legal system induced manufacturers to apply standards for evaluating dealers which focus on the particular circumstances of each case and prompted creation of informal systems for preventing disagreements and settling disputes.
dealers tried to use existing laws and processes and when they
tried to change the rules of the game to produce results that
favored them. Also I will consider how the legal system promoted
or hindered other nonformal or nongovernmental means of solving
the problems that prompted the lobbying. In the legal battles
between the dealers and the manufacturers, the courts initially
applied the common law of contracts so that the manufacturers
were free to manage their business relationships with dealers
without outside review of their good faith or the reasonableness
of their business judgment. Legislatures and administrative agen-
cies then imposed some degree of review, but the courts have
rather narrowly confined this new limitation on the manufactur-
er's power to do business with their dealers. This Article will
attempt to explain how and why these agencies took the courses
they did and will look at the information available to the legal
agencies about the consequences and costs of possible solutions.
To what extent do we have no more than a test of political
power; to what extent reasoned choices about ends and means?
Also I will consider the nonformal ways of solving the problems
raised by the dealers, that developed in response to all of this
action in the legal system. The impact of legal action may be far
more visible in the replacive cases or even complaints
filed before trial courts or administrative agencies because people
may plan their conduct or bargain about disputes in light of even
potential legal action far in the future.1

Finally, this Article is about certain ideas law professors some-
times examine in “Contracts” courses. Prof. Lawrence Friedman2
argues that while “Contracts” is a body of generalized rules that
is supposed to serve any and all types of transactions, when any
problem becomes socially significant it tends to be removed from
the domain of generalized contract law and becomes the particu-
larized law of, say, “sales,” “insurance,” or “labor law.” As a re-
result, when operating in the area left to contract law, the courts
have become more and more free to fashion results that are fair
in terms of the facts of the particular case since they no longer
must worry about maintaining or creating clear, predictable rules
for important economic transactions. In the terms I used in an
earlier Article,3 the courts have moved from a policy of aiding the
functioning of the market as their primary goal (“functional”
policy) to one of carrying out the reasonable expectations of the
parties in a particular transaction (“transactional” policy) or even
to seeking relief of hardship or engaging in some social engineer-

1 For a consideration of the relationship of other-than-legal systems
of sanctions to legal sanctions in the area of contracts, see Macaulay, Non-
Contractual Relations in Business: A Preliminary Study, 28 American

2 Friedman, Contract Law and American Society (1965).

812, 813-17 (1961).

4 I explained these policies as follows:

The transactional policy calls for courts to support the market by
taking action to carry out the particular transaction brought before
them. The court should discover the bargain that was made, and
enforce it. If this discovery is not possible, the court should work
out a result involving the least disruption of plans and causing the
least loss of reliance in light of the situation that obtains at the
time of the dispute. The market is supported by transactional policy be-
cause the legal system is directed to seek the result which best satisfies
the parties in the particular case in market terms. Any court applic-
ing this policy will be eager to look at all the “legislative history”
of a written contract and will conform to rules which flow from the
parties’ mutual expectations of what will happen when a contract is
made.

Finally, the functional policy calls for the lawmaker to create
generally applicable rules which facilitate bargaining by producing
a system or structure in which exchanges can take place. Rules
should be adopted which aid quick and rational bargaining and
allow the parties to consider the impact of contract law in their
planning. The courts should not seek the best result case-by-case
since predictable law is a more important means of supporting the
market. Most functional rules fill gaps left in making contracts,
or draw lines indicating when reliance will be protected or when
a contract has been performed, and the like.

In sum, transactional policy calls for a case-by-case approach,
and the functional policy is a creation of generally applicable rules. Of
course, these are only extremes on a scale useful for analysis.
Few, if any, decisions turn on either an application of a general rule
to facts with no judicial choice involved or on an application of pure
discretion unfettered by any standard. It is the tendency in either
the direction of rules to promote individual planning or discretion
to reach good results which is significant in the analysis presented
here.

As in the case of the market-oriented policies, the strategies de-
dsigned to promote general economic welfare through social control
can be divided into the particular and the general. The general
hardship policy calls for courts to let one party out of his bargain
in exceptional cases where enforcement would be unduly harsh, or,
where the content of the bargain is in doubt, to place the
party best able to spread the loss or absorb it. This case-by-case
approach is based not on considerations of market functioning but
on ethical ideals and emotional reactions to the plight of the under-
dog, to pressing an advantage too far, to making undue profit, or
to inequality of resources. It is reflected in some aspects of the
impossibility-of-performance doctrine, of the certainty and foresee-
ability limitations on contract damages, of the requirement of mu-
tuality of performance, and of the application of many other devices
which let winners out of contracts.

The economic planning policy is the other nonmarket strategy
and the one calling for generalized rules to promote economic wel-
fare. The policy is something of a catchall as these goals can range
from wealth redistribution to regulation of particular industries or
types of transactions. The most obvious examples involve a change
in the market context by requiring or by changing certain terms in
the kinds which will be legally enforced or by requiring particular
terms in some bargains. More subtly the policy may shape the con-
struction of contracts in desirable directions or affect other general
rules.

A great deal of overlap among these policies is possible. A par-
ticular policy may be justified by reference to several different poli-
cies, both market and nonmarket in orientation.
of the common law of contracts, asking both how this was done and what kinds of policies are reflected in the legislation and in the applications of that legislation by administrative agencies and courts. To reveal the ending of the story at the outset, the legislation ambiguously combines elements of “transactional,” “relief-of-hardship,” and “economic planning” policies. However, the major emphasis of the courts and administrators has been on “transactional” policy: While the manufacturers have lost their power to write their own ticket without interference from the legal system, a power which might be justified in terms of supporting the functioning of the market, no legal agency has yet done much to relieve the hardship imposed by a manufacturer on a conscientious and nice but inefficient dealer who has been unable to live up to reasonable business requirements. In short, some of the traditional ideas upon which old-fashioned classroom contract law is based re-emerge to govern these new statutes and their applications; in one sense, the field of “Contracts” is hard to kill.

In order to carry out, to some extent, this ambitious program, some facts are needed. First, we need to understand the problems inherent in the manufacturer-dealer relationship. Next, I will describe the creation and application of the new laws and the effect that this has had on the dealers’ problems. Then, I will be able to draw some conclusions about the dealers’ gains and their costs, the functioning of the legal system, and the types of policies that are being carried out in the area of manufacturer-dealer relations.

II. THE NATURE OF THE DEALERS’ PROBLEMS: THE SETTING FOR LEGAL WARFARE

In this section we will look at how problems are both avoided and created in the manufacturer-dealer relationship and how those that do arise are solved privately without resort to outside forces

---

6 Professor Kessler has reported many of the facts about manufacturer-dealer relations and the history of legal action in a fine article. See Kessler, Automobile Dealer Franchises: Vertical Integration by Contract, 66 Yale L. J. 1, 1135 (1957). Undoubtedly, my Article is greatly influenced by his. However, since I am asking different questions about the manufacturers and their dealers eight years after he wrote, our reports differ slightly where we discuss the same events. Professor Kessler’s article is an important social fact that itself influenced developments after its publication. See also Kessler & Stern, Competition, Contract and Vertical Integration, 69 Yale L. J. 1, 103-14 (1959).
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such as publicity or law. We will also survey what the dealers viewed as major wrongs committed by the manufacturers and for which the dealers had no remedies. This information should help explain why the dealers turned to the legal system for help in changing their relationships with the manufacturers, some of the purposes of the statutes and cases that were the result of this appeal to the legal system, and the consequences of all of this lawmaking.

A. General Considerations: The Relationship and the Balance of Power

1. THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP: PROBLEM AVOIDANCE AND CREATION

Initially, one must recognize that to describe the nature of the relationships between manufacturers and dealers requires generalization and thus some degree of inaccuracy. Not all dealers are alike. Some run an efficient volume operation selling, in a large city, a popular make such as Chevrolet. But others are not such efficient or skilled salesmen. Others sell fewer cars at higher markups. Some sell in smaller towns or in rural areas. Still others sell less popular makes of cars. One would expect that these differences would affect the relationships with the manufacturer. Nor are all manufacturers, or even all divisions of any one manufacturer, alike. Ford’s policies toward its dealers have been far different from Cadillac’s toward its dealers. Then, too, these relationships change over time and are influenced by such things as depressions, wars, sales campaigns, and governmental policies. Yet what follows is generally true if read with due allowances for the influences of such particularistic factors.

The goal of the relationship is simple: to sell new automobiles so that profits are produced for both the manufacturer and the dealer. Both must provide significant resources if the relationship is to achieve this goal, and both must take significant risks. The dealer gives the manufacturer representation in a particular sales area by investing in plant, equipment, inventory, personnel, and promotion. Thus the dealer pays for much of the distribution system in the automobile industry, and his money rather than the manufacturer’s is tied up in bricks and mortar, and, more importantly, in unsold new automobiles. Manufacturers require dealers to have a large inventory of various models of new cars, and the dealers buy their cars from the factory for cash upon
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6 In addition to material specifically cited, this section of the Article is based on interviews and such works as Droscher, Concept of the Corporation 98-114 (1960); Pashegan, The Distribution of Automobiles, An Economic Analysis of the Franchise System (1961); Ridgeway, Administration of Manufacturer-Dealer Systems, 1 Administrative Science Q. 464 (1957).
delivery or even upon order. Moreover, the dealer provides the skills in, and takes the risk of, making sales of new cars and handling used cars traded in on new cars. The dealer in seeking his own success helps achieve success for the manufacturer as well. The manufacturer, on the other hand, is supposed to give the dealer a salable product—an appropriate selection of different types of cars and trucks as well as opportunities to sell financing and insurance, accessories, and repair parts and service. Of course, a salable product is the result of such things as design and engineering, quality production, planning, advertising, trade name, nationwide service facilities, and a competitive price.

This relationship is held together by many factors, but primarily by mutual profit. The dealer is not left alone to sink or swim. He is at the end of an elaborate bureaucratic structure that is focused on his efforts. Manufacturers stand ready to do such things as train his salesmen and mechanics and advise him on management methods. He receives relatively frequent visits from the manufacturer’s “road man” whose job it is to help the dealer sell more cars. The dealer’s and road man’s degree of success is watched by a district and a territorial staff of the manufacturer. Problems common to many dealers are taken to Detroit for solution at the top levels of the corporate hierarchy of the manufacturer. For example, top management has been concerned with helping their dealers handle used cars taken at trade-ins. Moreover, the manufacturer’s general success helps individual dealers as it is quite profitable to sell a “hot” car since there is less need to give customers large discounts.

To a great extent there is a shared agreement about the rights and duties of both manufacturer and dealer. To some extent this value system is formalized in an elaborate carefully drafted document called a “selling agreement” or a “franchise.” Here the obligations of the dealer are defined in terms of what is rational in business—for example, the dealer must sell as many cars as dealers in similar areas sell, but there is no requirement that he have a pleasing personality or be unquestioningly loyal to the manufacturer. On a less formal level, the nature of the business and the practices of manufacturers and dealers over time tend to create patterns of expectations. For example, although the selling agreement may give a manufacturer a right to cancel for inadequate sales, the company may have an announced policy of rehabilitation or giving dealers a second chance. Many dealers would expect to be treated as others had been treated and thus feel that they had a right to a second chance and help from the manufacturer to increase sales. Also manufacturer and dealer tend to share the general values of our society concerning business. Both believe that one is not in business for his health, but both have some view of the requirements of “business statesmanship.” Both usually share the values of our society concerning the desirability of limiting the role of government in economic activity—few officials of manufacturers or of dealers are likely to be found on the membership list of the Americans for Democratic Action.

Despite all of these reasons for harmony, the manufacturer-dealer relationship is not always a happy one. The goal of the relationship is profit for both, but different business strategies will produce varying payoffs for each party. For example, a Ford dealer might be able to make a one hundred dollar profit on the sale of one car or a ten dollar profit on each sale of ten cars. The immediate result of either strategy is the same for the dealer, but clearly the impact on the Ford Motor Company differs greatly because in one case it sells but one car while in the other it sells ten. And even if our hypothetical Ford dealer sells ten cars at only a ten dollar profit on each one, he has no reason to care whether he sells Mustang sports cars, Falcon station wagons, or Thunderbirds. Yet the Ford Motor Company does. It must sell many units of all of the various models it makes, and it must sell its less popular models to recover its tooling costs on them. Moreover, our hypothetical Ford dealer might seek to minimize his capital investment in his dealership in order to reduce indebt-
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8 See DRUCKER, op. cit. supra note 7, at 108.
9 Ibid.
10 See, e.g., FORD MOTOR COMPANY, FORD SALES AGREEMENT, FORD DIVISION (1962).
edness or to free his capital for other uses. Yet if increased investment results in increased sales of new cars, as is often assumed, Ford has an interest in seeing that the dealer remodels his premises, builds new facilities, keeps a large inventory of cars and parts, and adds more salesmen and mechanics.

The fact that modern manufacturers are large organizations is in itself a disintegrative factor. To some degree the dealer is part of an impersonal bureaucracy taking orders that come down from the top in the guise of advice and assistance. The road man, in his zeal to establish a good record of increased sales, may unofficially alter company policies to the dealer's detriment. These policies already may have been slightly altered in that direction as they were passed from top management to territorial offices to district offices and then to the road man.\(^{16}\) Road men tend to be younger men without a great deal of experience.\(^{17}\) As a result, an older dealer, with a great deal of experience, may resent the source of the company's advice and demands.\(^{18}\) Road men change frequently in many companies, and thus the chance for friendship is decreased.\(^{19}\) Finally, the goal of the manufacturer's organization is to sell automobiles, and it is set up to reward attainment of that goal and penalize failures. Consequently, even though a road man is sympathetic to a dealer's personal excuse for failure—family problems or ill health, for example—he is limited by his position in the organization as to how far he can consider such noneconomic factors. Also there is not always full agreement about the rights and duties of the parties. The selling agreement is drafted by the manufacturer's lawyers in fairly legal language and accepted without change by the dealer.\(^{20}\) Thus the dealer may have to acquiesce in the imposition of many duties without, through the process of bargaining, forming a belief that they are justified. In a negotiated contract one may see the advantages gained by the other man as rightfully his since he paid a price for them by making a concession about another matter. However, in a printed-form, take-it-or-leave-it contract, one may resent a particular obligation or be surprised when he learns of it during the course of the relationship, because he failed to read or to under-

\(^{15}\) Often the dealer will be an older man who is concerned whether or not his wife and family will be able to get back the capital he has invested in the dealership upon his death. Interviews.

\(^{16}\) "Many... field men just get the smell of a new sales drive and, in their ambition, the suggestions from the top gather momentum until they're pretty awful when they reach the dealer level." Automotive News, Feb. 13, 1956, p. 1, cols. 2-3, at 43, col. 3.

\(^{17}\) S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monrorey 708.

\(^{18}\) Interview.

\(^{19}\) Interview with dealer.

\(^{20}\) Interview.

stand the printed document. The conduct of the manufacturer may create an impression about the dealer's rights that contradicts the terms of the selling agreement.\(^{21}\) Moreover, the dealer is likely to consider himself as an independent, and largely self-made, businessman, and the manufacturer may do a great deal to foster this view of the situation.\(^{22}\) As a result, the dealer may think of the dealership as "his" business with all of the attributes usually implied by this concept. For example, most retailers who are successful own their own going business and are not dependent upon a single supplier for the very existence of that business. They can rely on the market for a product to sell; if they lose the Jones Furniture Company line, they can always stock Smith Furniture. Thus, the typical retailer can pass on his business to his son or widow, sell it to whomever he pleases for a profit that reflects the going business value, and, most importantly, run it as he pleases. Yet the automobile manufacturer sees to it that its dealers have, as an absolute matter, none of these rights.\(^{23}\) This is done either through the terms of the selling agreement or by company policies since manufacturers need a great deal of control over who sells their products and how they do it—life is easier for the manufacturer if it can treat the dealer as a subordinate employee subject to orders and without tenure rather than as a typical independent retailer. Employees who are fired are often unhappy; a man who has had "his" business destroyed by having his franchise cancelled is likely to feel even a greater sense of wrong.

2. PRIVATE SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS: THE BALANCE OF POWER

The relationship between manufacturer and dealer is not an evenly balanced one. Generally, the manufacturer of a successful line of automobiles has the dominant position both at the initiation and during the life of the relationship. However, one must not fall into the trap of thinking of the "poor little dealer" battling one of the nation's largest manufacturing corporations. Sometimes this may be the case; sometimes it may not. Many times the dealer is successful and wealthy, and his bargaining "opponent" is not General Motors but a particular road man or district manager. If a Ford dealer, for example, is doing an outstanding job selling cars, he will be able to ignore many of the requests or demands of the road man and demand that the road man use his influence.
to get the dealer more of the best selling models quickly.24 Also the dealer may have contacts with friends at various levels of the manufacturer's sales organization or in top management, and thus he may be able to go over the road man's head.25 Then, if the make of automobile is not as successful as Chevrolet or Ford, a dealer with ability will receive some deference since he would be difficult to replace and since he may have a chance to become a dealer for another manufacturer.

Nonetheless, in most instances the manufacturers' representatives have held the balance of power over the dealers. Until the middle 1950's, the formal selling agreement between the parties said that the manufacturer made no promise to supply the dealer with cars and said that the manufacturer could terminate the franchise at will and without showing cause.26 Manufacturers could adopt this approach since the gains to them of having legally enforceable rights against dealers are slight as compared with the costs of giving dealers legally enforceable rights. Typically, the manufacturer gets what it wants from its dealers. It often has more applicants who would like to be dealers than it has dealerships available.27 It can either replace a particular dealer with another or even afford to lose representation in one dealer's market area without suffering a serious loss. A dealer is in a very bad position if his franchise is terminated. Upon termination it is difficult to salvage his large investment because a cancelled dealer finds it hard to get a franchise from another manufacturer of popular cars or has difficulty selling his building, tools, inventory, and good will to another dealer.

Short of cancelling a dealer's franchise, a manufacturer has another important sanction. The dealer naturally wants a stock of the best selling cars—the "hot" models—but often allocations are necessary because of shortages.28 Those dealers who, in the factory representative's view, are most deserving get the most cars.29 Also a dealer needs the factory's cooperation in getting fast delivery of cars that have to be built to the customer's order; delays here can cost sales.30 Thus, a dealer thinking of opposing a factory policy may fear that to do so will cost him in the day-to-day operation of his business. Moreover, the nature of a bureaucracy gives top management certain advantages over one at the end of the chain of command. For example, it is difficult for a dealer who wants to negotiate for favors, exceptions to general policies, or recognition of unusual circumstances to find anyone he can talk with who has the power to make these concessions.31 As a result, the dealer will be frustrated and give up unless the matter is worth all of the many costs of a trip to Detroit or unless the dealer knows higher officials personally.

Even if the dealer can find some one who has power to make concessions, in many instances he has relatively little to bargain with. The dealer might offer, in exchange for a concession from the factory, to exert more efforts to sell cars, not to switch franchises to another make, not to take on another franchise along with the manufacturer's, or not to sue. Unfortunately for dealers, in most instances, manufacturers need not buy these things from dealers. The threat to switch manufacturers' makes is only credible if an equally profitable alternative franchise is available in the dealer's community, and as fewer and fewer manufacturers sell
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24 See the following statement by one of Ford's dealers with a very high sales record for many years:
Senator MORNDRY. You have received pressure?
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator MORNDRY. Do you think it reached a point where it would be intimidation or fear of termination of your contract?
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. I have never been afraid of that. Maybe I didn't have sense enough to be afraid, but I never have been afraid.
Senator MORNDRY. It isn't imaginary that dealers have been fearful that unless they did what the zone and district men said, that they would have some rather serious problems? Is that a correct statement?
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. I presume some of them did, but there has never been any fear on my part. I had one to tell me not long ago he didn't think I had bought enough automobiles and I told him to guess further. "I don't give a damn what you think. I think I have bought enough."

S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monrocity, 1400.
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. I never have had any trouble speaking my mind to them. I don't know whether you ever heard of Mr. Charlie Sorenson or not, but I will tell you that people that spoke of him spoke under their breath, and I told him once that I was in the Ford business then he was, that I had every nickel in the world I had in it, and he had a job. I have still got my contract.
Senator MORNDRY. Do you know of any other dealers that did that?
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. I don't know. If they had told him that and meant it, they probably could.
Senator MORNDRY. They probably didn't have the sales record you had, either. That would have some bearing on it.
Mr. HOLTSSINGER. I am not my brother's keeper, as far as that is concerned.

Id. at 1408-07.
28 Interview.
26 See, e.g., Ford Motor Company, Ford Sales Agreement §§ 8(b), 10 (1949).
had been ordered, and tacitly told them to accept the cars and pay for them on delivery or resign their franchises. “As one commentator put it: ‘Instead of borrowing money himself, Ford compelled his dealers to borrow.’”87 Most dealers survived, but the forcing of unordered cars made many angry.88

As would be expected, the depression of 1929 and the early 1930’s caused great trouble for automobile dealers.89 General Motors did the most to protect its dealers, but even many of them were forced out of business as sales dried up. Other manufacturers’ dealers had a harder time. In 1929, Ford made his contribution to fighting this depression by applying the remedy that had worked in 1921. He expanded production, raised wages, and cut car prices. However, at the same time he announced a new sales policy. He believed that many dealers had made money without any effort on sales of the then new Model A, and so he cut the markup or commission given the dealers from twenty to seventeen and one-half percent of the list price. Then he increased the number of dealers so that there would be a Ford dealer “at every cross-roads.” Nevins and Hill have described the consequences:

... the brusque, domineering [Charles] Sorensen was entrusted with the execution of the program. Believing that many dealers had become rich and lazy, he went to work with a will.

A Ford branch manager, Henry C. Doss, has given us an account of Sorensen’s ironfisted approach. Having seen some of the worst effects of the ... “cross-roads” program, Doss was against both the reduced discounts and the increase in dealerships. He was called in to give his opinion.

Sorensen explained that the 8300 dealers affiliated with the Ford Company must be increased to 10,000, and that every dealer would be expected to give extra effort to his work. He looked at Doss defiantly.

“I think that will be a great mistake and it will be disastrous,” replied the branch manager. “You will be years living it down. You'll lose a lot of your dealers to Chevrolet and others.”

But Sorensen was adamant. Fresh dealers were given contracts in droves. Experienced agents who opposed the new policies and spoke their minds frankly were replaced as rapidly as possible. Stressing the importance of weeding out “undesirables,” the company reminded branch managers of their wide powers in cancelling franchises. The “cross-roads” program was now at its worst. Many newcomers went into business in corner stores with the most rudimentary service facili-

82 Ibid.
84 Id. at 259.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
87 Id. at 165.
88 Id. at 159-60.
89 Id. at 578-80.
ties. "No objection," states Motor, "was raised to dealers getting locations as close as possible to established operators with large investments." Doss . . . resigned—but in vain.

As indignation spread among the Ford dealers, their outcry reverberated across the country. Even agents for other cars, who still enjoyed discounts ranging from 20 to 24 per cent, and who still believed themselves threatened, joined their voices in protest. One Detroit newspaperman termed the clash of interest "the biggest factory-dealer battle in the automobile industry since its start thirty years ago." A convention of Illinois bankers attacked the Ford policy on the double ground that failing dealers were a financial problem, and that the multiplication of agencies had stimulated excessive allowances for old cars and fomented an unhealthy condition in the industry. So incensed were the bankers that they refused to give credit to any of the newly-established "cross-roads" agencies. Meanwhile, the defections from the Ford ranks which Doss had predicted grew into a steady stream. Chevrolet in particular recruited many able Ford dealers, who added strength to the already well-schooled and well-protected General Motors corps.

Even amid the nation's varied troubles that winter of 1929-1930, the rebellion of the Ford dealers attracted the sympathetic gaze of industrial analysts. Business Week offered a measured appraisal of the outbreak:

Specifically, many Ford dealers object to: (1) roadmen who tour the country and report all violations of factory rules and enforce strict discipline upon the dealer organization; (2) reduced discounts by which the possible margin for net profit has been reduced to approximate invisibility; (3) treating contracts as "scraps of paper" as was done with the demand upon dealers to sign riders to their franchises accepting 17.5 per cent discount at the peril of their business lives; (4) ironbound, factory-set quotas which frequently have little relation to sales possibilities in the dealer's territory but are ever before them; (5) inclusion of Lincoln cars and Ford trucks in quotas for localities where sales of either may be practically impossible; (6) failure of factory to consider dealer's needs in distributing models and colors; (7) having to buy all garage equipment from a recognized Ford source regardless of relative need or price of equipment; (8) factory exercising authority over amount of money to be spent for show rooms, garages, and similar investments in the business.

Ford and Sorensen, seeing that if they persisted the network of dealers would be torn to shreds, had to retreat. [They appointed a new sales manager, gave higher discounts and gave more attention to public demands for different designs.]

"Dealers naturally are gratified over their victory," wrote a newspaper observer, "but they are not wildly enthusiastic because they have no illusions as to what it presages." They had two fears: that the company would force cars upon the well-established dealers by high-pressure methods, and that it would multiply small new dealers with contracts calling for low quotas, and hence earning lower commissions. Both fears proved to have some justification. As competition grew hotter, all companies did a certain amount of forcing. All applied various kinds of pressure; and the Ford Company was not behind its rivals. [And Ford increased the size of its dealer force in 1931.]

Another crisis for the dealers came in the early 1950's. The dealers emerged from World War II with the pleasant situation of demand far exceeding supply. The Studebaker was a big seller, and Nash, Hudson, Packard, and even the new Kaiser-Frazer dealers found themselves in good positions. The big three dealers were very successful too. But supply began to catch up with demand in the early 1950's about the time the newly rebuilt Ford Motor Company began its serious efforts to challenge General Motors for sales leadership. Moreover, some of the models produced by some manufacturers were not well accepted by consumers who now could get delivery of the cars they wanted within a reasonable time; in short, there was distress merchandising on the car market available at highly discounted prices.

During this period all manufacturers sought to induce their dealers to sell more cars. The race between Chevrolet and Ford was hotly contested. More "high volume" dealers appeared who seemed to offer to sell cars for less. One way to profit from volume selling is to make many small profits that add up to a big total profit. Another is to "pack prices" so that the actual price paid by the customer only appears to be small. For example, if a dealer gives a customer $1,000 as a trade-in on a car worth only $500, the dealer can recover his loss by telling the customer that the list price of his new car is $500 greater than it actually is. Or a dealer can pack in very high insurance charges and interest costs and turn a tidy profit.

This "discount house" approach dismayed many, but clearly not all dealers. On one hand, volume selling requires great effort, sharp trading, and efficient cost controls and business methods. On the other hand, volume selling implies a loss of status—the respected solid merchant must become "Horse Trader
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40 Id. at 580-83. (Footnotes omitted.)
42 Automotive News 1965 Almanac, April 26, 1965, § 2, pp. 74-75.
43 Ibid.
44 S. Hearings, General Motors, O'Mahoney 3883.
45 See, e.g., S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monrooney 278-79.
Harry, the Mad Mongolian" and engage in distasteful practices that cost him community esteem. Ford, in effect, told its dealers it approved of misleading advertising and the pack; General Motors "reluctantly" decided to go along with the practices of the industry. From the view point of top management, it was just aggressive salesmanship or meeting the competition. Yet it could look very different from the position of a dealer. He was likely to view aggressive salesmanship as coercion and pressure.

Factory representatives—road men and district managers—were in the middle. Promotion came to those who produced sales, and the more the dealers were pushed, the more they sold. As a result, dealers were pushed and pushed harder. Each year as it

46 Id. at 993-95.
47 Id. at 206, 733.
49 A Dodge field man explained that dealers would not order trucks since they were harder to sell than cars but that if one got trucks into a dealer's hands, he would sell them. "Frequently, he'll make a profit, too." Id. at 43, col. 3.
50 Id. at 43, cols. 1-3.
51 A fictional account of a meeting between a road man and a dealer, which as been called an accurate one by an industry paper, illustrates the problem as it was seen by many dealers:

"What I want . . . is for the factory to cut the quota down. By thirty-five percent. If you can't see your way to get this through, Mr. McGregor, then I'll put it up to the factory directly," Scott stated.

"'Boys,' McGregor stood up for the first time, his smile still undiminished in brilliance, "your schedule for June calls for two hundred units and two hundred units is what I know you'll sell. Before the month is out you'll be calling in begging us for more . . . ."

"'Mr. McGregor,' Scott said, "can't we have a working arrangement that makes sense? A quota based on a rate of sales rise . . . ."

"'We've got to work out a system that'll allow us to reduce the number of units, based on a—"

"'My boy,' McGregor's gaze was incredulous, "that's like asking the President of the United States if he'd mind cutting down his term to two years."

"'I'm going to the factory then."

"'My boy,' McGregor said, and a new fiber of toughness threaded through his tone, "as far as the factory is concerned, I'm it."

"'I'm sorry. I'm going to the factory myself."

"With what?" McGregor stood, his legs splayed in a stance of confidence. "Let's assume you get up to the third floor. What's your weapon, my boy? Do you think you can walk in and organize a meeting, start when the system we have produces a first quarter of over five million dollars? What's your weapon, my boy? But before you try to figure that one out, let me just give you a few hints as to what's on the line. . . ."

"What's on the drawing boards for 1965 and '66 is staggering! . . . We've had over one hundred applications for franchises for next year. Why? Because in this business you can smell a good thing, and everyone wants to get in on it . . . which means the company is going to be very choosy about its dealerships, which means that by 1965 they might be scratching

off the grinders from their back, which means they only play ball with the happy teams. . . . I'd say you'll want to get in for the big blast-off, I doubt if you'll want to bow out just when it carries the biggest payload . . . ."

"I wasn't talking about bowing out," Scott said.

"You might not have known it," McGregor said softly, "but you were."

GILBERT, AMERICAN CHROME 79-80 (1965). "Here for the first time are reconstructed actual conversations between dealers & factory representatives, so lifelike that it would seem that the author is present when his mythical regional sales manager . . . puts heat on dealer . . . ." Motor News Analysis 4 (March 1965). Another fictional version of a road man-dealer interview will be found in KEATS, THE INSOLVENT CHARLOTS 114-22 (1968).

50 S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monroney 239.
52 See, e.g., S. Hearings, General Motors, O'Mahoney 3389.
53 Interview with former road man for one of the manufacturers.
54 See S. Hearings, General Motors, O'Mahoney 3456-57, 3459, 3547-48, 3787-91.
55 Id. at 3787-91.
56 Id. at 3243-44; but see id. at 3789-91.
57 The following is a partial list of the sales tactics common in the 1950's in some parts of the country:
sold new cars to used car dealers for a small profit in order to achieve the expected "market penetration" and keep the factory pleased—of course, the used car dealer operated in another area so that he did not compete with the "bootlegging" dealer who sold him new cars. The new car dealer with whom he did compete was not happy. 59

Some dealers flourished. Some quit. Others were cancelled by the factory or pushed into an involuntary "voluntary" termination. 60 The internal review that existed within the manufacturers' organizations was thought to uphold almost uniformly the cancellations. 61 A large group of dealers were unhappy with their lot. Some wanted to control their relationships with the manufacturer; perhaps more wanted to control the conduct of other automobile dealers by ending "bootlegging" or achieving "territorial security" so that neighboring dealers would be discouraged from selling to customers outside of "their territory." 62 Some wanted to control advertising and sales practices. 63 Many wanted all of these things, but some were opposed to any interference with free enterprise. 44

But there are two sides to this story. The manufacturer's case is much more simple, but not, for that reason, less compelling. Some dealers are poor salesman and inefficient; others will work

the wild traders in confining new-car preparation to a wash and polish in order to have them do less than $30 to trade away. 45


60 See, e.g., S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monroney 206.

61 From 1938 to 1955, the General Motors Dealer Relations Board reversed the termination or nonrenewal of a dealer by a car producing division 6 times and affirmed the division 47 times. In 1954 and 1955, there were no decisions in favor of dealers and 16 in favor of the divisions. Of course, it should be stressed that in those same two years, the general sales managers of divisions reversed nonrenewals and granted new selling agreements in 105 cases and affirmed the division in 74 cases. As a result, the cases where cancellation was not justified may have been screened out before they ever got to the stage of an appeal to the Dealer Relations Board. See S. Hearings, General Motors, O'Mahoney 4382-83. On the other hand, the information furnished by General Motors does not show how often the general sales managers' reversal was a one-more-chance decision that ultimately would have resulted in termination for failure to reach high quotas. Significantly the number of cases appealed to general sales managers jumped from 15 in 1953 to 47 in 1954 and 144 in 1955, and the cases appealed to the Dealer Relations Board jumped from 1 in 1953 to 14 in 1954 and 24 in 1955. Id. at 4383. Undoubtedly this increase reflects the changed competitive conditions in the new-car market which occurred at this time. It might also reflect changed policies of the sales staffs of the car divisions of General Motors.

S. Hearings, Dealer Franchises, Celler 100.
at less than full capacity if they are not pushed. Lower sales ultimately mean higher priced cars for the public. Manufacturers must sell huge quantities of all models of cars and trucks to cover their costs, pay their employees, and return a profit to their shareholders and at the same time provide transportation to the public at an acceptable price. While no single inefficient dealer can injure the manufacturer seriously, collectively many dealers exerting less than their best efforts could. Any system of "due process" for reviewing the action of the sales force of the manufacturer has fairly high costs. Most seriously, such curbs on the men who see dealers might inhibit their efforts to push the dealers to make sales, thus reducing the number of units sold and thereby raising costs and lowering profits. Until relatively recently, these costs have not been seen as worth any benefits that might result.

Moreover, the manufacturers can assert that the pressure for sales helped hold down the inflationary price push of the 1950's since many consumers received their cars for less. Also, even conceding that pressures and coercion existed in some cases, it is difficult to assess how often they occurred. Finally any dealers, if not the majority, have been given an opportunity by the manufacturer to earn a great deal of money by selling a product that is in demand, and many dealers have used this opportunity to make a great deal of money. The price of this opportunity in performance—the dealer must sell cars. Dealers are well aware of the requirement that they sell, and they take the risk of failure as well as the chance of success.

---

65 As a result of hearings before two committees of the United States Senate, which were held in 1953 and 1956, see S. Hearings, General Motors, O'Mahoney, Marketing Practices, Monroney, 1403. A similar comment was made by a trade association manager whom I interviewed. Ford had about 6,300 dealers in 1954 and 1955. In 1954, it terminated the franchises of 8; in 1955, 28. Id. at 978. One must recall Kessler and Sharp's warning, "As always when dealing with opinion, the student should be alert to the possibility that the countercurrent supporting social control by state action draws its psychological strength from attitudes and convictions which may not have accurately reflected the objective facts of economic and social life." KESSLER & SASS, CASES ON CONTRACTS 8 n.19 (1953).

66 The most dramatic example is the failure of the Edsel. A Ford official has written: The subject of Edsel dealers, as you might expect, involves several complex and difficult matters. Suffice it to say that the entire matter was an unhappy and a trying experience for all concerned. In many instances, Edsel dealers were given a Sales Agreement for another product line of our Company. We also attempted to limit their losses by purchase of inventories. While we felt then, and feel now, that dealers must be willing to share losses as well as profits with us, the Company did make every reasonable effort to assist Edsel dealers in limiting their losses. Letter.

67 I prefer to call this sequence of stages a useful pattern for analysis rather than a model. The term model may imply that, absent imperfections, events ought to occur in a certain order or bear certain relationships to each other. I do not make this claim for my five stages of changing relationships through the use of the legal system.

Clearly my pattern for change is not an empirical assertion; I have not catalogued the stages in social movements which use the legal process and found five recurring stages. While I can think of examples where the pattern does describe what happened, all that I assert here is that this sequence of stages helps in thinking about the dealers' and manufacturers' skirmishes in cases of resale price maintenance and before agencies and legislatures.

For a different sequence of stages, see Harris, The Real Voice (1964). This book is the story of the late Senator Kefauver's fight for legislation controlling practices in the drug industry. In this case the legislative effort was initiated by a legislator and his committee staff.
may prompt a repetition of at least part of the process—an organization may begin lobbying for repairs to its statute. These stages are like battles in a war. Victory or defeat at any point does not necessarily mean that the war has been won or lost. Only when we have surveyed all of the stages and determined that it is unlikely that the cycle will begin again can we ask who won the war.

This “model” reflects what has happened in many instances. However, it is clear that things are not always that neat. For example, the probability that any later stage may occur may influence any earlier stage. When one comes to court to enforce rights created by a statute (the fifth stage), often the statute is challenged on constitutional grounds. The possibility of such a challenge probably influenced the drafting of the statute (the third stage). Moreover, action in several states may influence action on a federal level which in turn influences action in several other states which in turn influences voluntary compliance elsewhere. Also, those seeking legal help may skip any stage if it is obvious that they will be unsuccessful at that point.

It is likely that this pattern of stages would have to be refined to be a true model which covered all social movements which sought to control other individuals or organizations with superior market power. However, the attempts by the automobile dealers to solve their problems with the manufacturers have followed the pattern of five stages fairly closely. As a result, it has been found useful and less confusing to organize this part of the article in terms of this model rather than chronologically.

A. The First Stage: Individual Legal Action and Individual Defeat

In the 1920’s, the 1930’s, and the early 1950’s, dealers were unhappy about being forced to take unwanted and unordered cars from the factories and about sales quotas enforced by terminations of the franchises of those who failed to meet them. Attempts to stop these practices through the common law of contracts were largely unsuccessful.

To a great extent the common law has facilitated the operation of large corporations by not looking to the “inequality” of bargaining power or skill in transactions between manufacturers and dealers and by allowing the manufacturers to deal on the basis of legally unenforceable agreements—“treaties” that are supported by the manufacturers’ collection of other-than-legal sanctions. Thus, typically, the manufacturers have been able to act as they pleased because their lawyers

71 See, e.g., FORD MOTOR COMPANY, FORD SALES AGREEMENT (1938). “Company agrees to give careful consideration to all orders received from Dealer but expressly reserves the right to follow or depart from such orders, and Company shall in no way be liable for failure to ship, or for delay in shipments however caused . . . .” Id. at § 8(b). “This agreement may be terminated at any time at the will of either party by written notice to the other party . . . .” Id. at § 10.

72 The cases are surveyed in Hewitt, Automobile Franchise Agreements (1956), and Kessler, Automobile Dealer Franchises: Vertical Integration by Contract, 66 YALE L.J. 1135, 1149-56 (1957).

run a profitable business and sell sufficient cars to satisfy the manufacturer's increasing quotas, or, at least, he should be treated as if he had. He signed a document that gave him no rights, and the pressure on dealers to sell has been widely publicized. Thus, perhaps, it makes some sense to say that the dealer accepted a status as a dealer for the X Motor Company at its pleasure and subject to its whims.

In order to give a dealer a remedy, a court must turn from this "functional" policy argument mixed with a little risk assumption and seek to carry out another policy. It could try to follow the lines of "transactional" policy by asking what were the dealer's reasonable expectations for which the company was responsible and look to all of the company's conduct to determine the answer to this question. Very possibly, the company caused the dealer to believe that it would behave as a rational business organization, its representatives would deal in good faith recognizing his rights as an independent businessman, it would not mislead him and cause him to make a large investment without a fair chance to reclaim it, or some or all of these things. While the written selling agreement may convey none of these impressions, a court might conclude that actions speak louder than words. Moreover, a court could turn to nonmarket policies and relieve hardship or do some economic planning. Judge Clark once argued against any action that would require the court to depart from the four corners of the selling agreement:

With a power of termination at will here so unmistakably expressed, we certainly cannot assert that a limitation of good faith was anything the parties had in mind. Such a limitation can be read into the agreement only as an overriding requirement of public policy. This seems an extreme step for judges to take. The onerous nature of the contract for the successful dealer and the hardship which cancellation may bring him have caused some writers to advocate it, however; and an occasional case has seized upon elements of overreaching to come to such a result on particular facts. . . . But, generally speaking, the situation arises from the strong bargaining position which economic factors give the great automobile manufacturing companies: the dealers are not misled or imposed upon, but accept as nonetheless advantageous an agreement in form bilateral, in fact one-sided. To attempt to redress this balance by judicial action without legislative authority appears to us a doubtful policy. We have not proper facilities to weigh economic factors, nor have we before us a showing of the supposed needs which may lead the manufacturers to require these seemingly harsh bargains.74

As we have seen, the bargaining position of all but those dealers who have very high sales or who know the right people is weak.

74 Bushwick-Decatur Motors, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 116 F.2d 675, 677 (2d Cir. 1940).
about both general policies and the cases of specific dealers who were facing termination.80

Dealer associations could do certain things that individual dealers could not do. They could hire professionals with skills in negotiation, legislative drafting, and lobbying. They could object to a manufacturer’s policies without fear of retaliation, and thus they could serve an insulating function. They could seek access to top management in Detroit, unlike dealers who, in many instances, could not afford to travel there. They could seek to have top management address state or local dealers’ meetings and be available for informal talks afterwards. They could collect facts and inform dealers about the practices of the companies. They could pass resolutions, and resolutions of dealer associations are more likely to cause the manufacturers to re-examine their policies than the complaints of one dealer. But most importantly, dealer associations could purport to speak for a relatively large group of small businessmen before forums sympathetic to this group—in short, they could lobby or threaten to do so.

Dealer associations are likely to favor private negotiations with manufacturers rather than governmental regulation. If such negotiations work, the costs of a solution are minimized. “It takes less time and effort, and both parties are more likely to leave the conference room with a good opinion of one another than if governmental force is used to reach a solution. Moreover, dealer associations have ideological problems that may inhibit any attempt to use the legal system or affect the form of governmental help sought. For example, many members of dealer associations are small businessmen with a history of opposition to government interference with free enterprise.81 However, from the dealer’s standpoint probably the most effective legal approach to manufacturer-dealer problems is a licensing scheme covering both parties that is administered by a governmental agency. Representatives of some associations have said that their groups rejected this

80 See, e.g., NADA Magazine, Feb. 1957, p. 22 (Speech by George Romney describing 1947 meetings between the Automobile Manufacturers Association and NADA). See also S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monroney 57.
81 The executive vice-president of the National Automobile Dealers Association in 1957 called for right-to-work laws to curb unions. “It’s only by laws of this type that we will regain our economic freedom.” NADA Magazine, Nov. 1957, p. 8. He also deplored, “a country whose citizens seem to accept, albeit in an attitude of apathy, the growing encroachment of Federal power, Federal benevolence, Federal paternalism, Federal injection in the lives of its citizens.” Id. at 11 (June 1957).

One dealer recently “complained that dealers are ‘losing control over their businesses because of the increasing number of controls and regulations enforced by the government.’” Automotive News, March 29, 1965, p. 3, col. 5.

82 Interviews.
84 Interviews.
85 Interview with dealer who was one of the NADA representatives involved in the incident.
86 Interview. See also S. Hearings, General Motors, O’Mahoney 3183, 3452-53; H.R. Hearings, Dealer Franchises, Cellar ’74-5.
87 S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monroney 1444.
88 Id. at 975.
89 Id. at 445.
90 See id. at 16, 57, 125-26, 181-82; S. Hearings, General Motors, O’Mahoney 3461.
91 See, e.g., S. Hearings, Marketing Practices, Monroney 725, 975, 999.
92 Sloan, My Years With General Motors 301 (1964).
Whatever the merits of these channels of communication and means for collective negotiation, many dealers were not satisfied with the results. The battle had to pass to the third stage.

C. The Third Stage: Lobbying and Battles Before Legal Agencies

The organized dealers, perhaps in some cases regretfully, turned to the legal system to change manufacturer-dealer relations once it was apparent that they would not solve their problems with individual law suits or negotiation by the dealer organizations. First, they attempted to use laws of general application with some success. But then they tried to create new laws by state legislation and to use the powers of Congress. We will consider the dealers' activities in that order.

1. The Use of Laws of General Application

The various dealer associations first turned to the laws they found on the books and made appeals to have them enforced to the advantage of the dealers. The National Industrial Recovery Act of the early 1930's provided that the members of an industry could create a code of fair competition to end cutthroat competition; it was hoped that this repeal of the antitrust laws would help end the depression. A code was written for automobile dealers by dealer associations. Professor Kessler has described the dealers' National Recovery Administration days as follows:

With the advent of the NRA and the introduction of a Code for dealers, group action had its first noticeable success. During this period, price competition among dealers was substantially eliminated by controlling used-car prices. The so-called Blue Book, which prescribed a ceiling on trade-in allowances, was introduced. Marked by the absence of vigorous competition, the NRA period often has been labeled the golden age of dealers. The manufacturers, on the other hand, suffered a reduction in market from the lack of aggressive dealer competition. Accordingly, manufacturer pressure defeated the dealers' attempts, after the demise of NRA, to preserve by self-regulation the benefits enjoyed during its life.

Also during the 1930's, the Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice were induced to take action to curb two abuses. In 1937 the Federal Trade Commission began proceedings against General Motors asserting that it had coerced dealers, forcing them to buy unwanted parts and accessories as a condition of obtaining desirable models and retaining their franchises. It was also asserted that General Motors had forced dealers to re-

frain from buying parts from other suppliers. These proceedings led to a cease and desist order against General Motors. In 1938, the Department of Justice began proceedings under the Sherman Act alleging that General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler had coerced their dealers to finance sales of cars through particular financing firms. This action led to consent decrees that prohibited such coercion, and it has not been a major complaint of dealers since.

The NRA Code was lost when that statute was declared unconstitutional, and the two antitrust proceedings took a great deal of time but dealt with only some of the problems of the dealers. Some representatives of the dealers thought that new laws were needed.

2. Battles Before the State Legislatures

Organized dealers have turned to state legislatures for leverage to change manufacturer-dealer relations. Many state associations have succeeded in lobbying legislation through, but others have been defeated. Some have considered whether or not to attempt to get a statute enacted and decided against it. In this section, we will look at the types of statutes that have been passed, when and where several types of statutes have been considered, passed, or defeated, and why action has or has not been taken.

a. The Types of Statutes

The twenty statutes governing factory-dealer relations can be classified as: (1) administrative-licensing statutes, (2) penal statutes, and (3) other statutes.

The administrative-licensing statutes generally follow the pattern of the Wisconsin legislation of 1935 and 1937, but the

94 Kessler, Automobile Dealer Franchises: Vertical Integration by Contract, 66 Yale L.J. 1135, 1168 (1957). (Footnotes omitted.)
95 In the Matter of General Motors Corp., 34 F.T.C. 58 (1941), modified, 34 F.T.C. 84 (1942).
99 Wis. Laws 1935, ch. 474, at 748. Inspection of the records at the Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library indicates that the 1935 legislation was the product of an effort to regulate trade practices of dealers. The bill also outlawed action by manufacturers which would coerce dealers to sell installment contracts to a particular finance company. That provision is now Wis. Stats. § 218.01(7) (1963).
100 Wis. Laws 1937, ch. 377, at 602, ch. 378, at 603, ch. 417, at 688. The material at the Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library discloses that the administrative-licensing provisions were selected after the draftsmen and sponsors of the bill considered and rejected many other sanctions. In-
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Oklahoma statute of 1953\(^{101}\) made some modifications which have been frequently followed in subsequent legislation. This borrowing is an example of legislative common law and the practice of following the “majority view.” One cause of this uniformity is that the Wisconsin Automotive Trades Association was largely responsible for drafting the Wisconsin legislation, and WATA has given groups in other states a great deal of assistance both in drafting and in strategy.\(^{102}\)

The Wisconsin act requires all manufacturers, dealers, and the representatives of both of them to be licensed to do business in the state.\(^{103}\) The statute is administered by an independent state agency,\(^{104}\) with an advisory board of dealers available for consultation.\(^{105}\) The act labels as wrongful many kinds of conduct including the following actions by manufacturers and their representatives: (1) inducing or coercing a dealer to accept delivery of cars or other things that he did not order, or attempting to do this;\(^{106}\) (2) inducing or coercing a dealer to enter any agreement with the manufacturer or “to do any other act unfair to said dealer” by threatening to cancel the dealer’s franchise, or attempting to do this;\(^{107}\) or (3) [unfairly, without due regard to the equities of said dealer and without just provocation . . . .”\(^{108}\) cancelling the franchise of a dealer.\(^{109}\)

tially, Senator Ingram asked the Legislative Reference Service to draft a bill dealing with “open books” between automobile manufacturer and dealer to be put and public policy. An open book is one that requires a dealer to buy any and all cars sent to him by the manufacturer. The bill that was drafted stated that such a contract was not enforceable before the courts unless it contained provisions specifying the exact kind and number of motor vehicles with which the dealer was to be charged. Since manufacturers have many other than-legal sanctions, this would have been an ineffectual statute.\(^{110}\)

The word “coercion” is written on that draft along with the suggestion that criminal penalties be imposed. Several more drafts were prepared by the Legislative Reference Service. One stated that a manufacturer that coerced a dealer would forfeit its charter and right to do business in Wisconsin. Of course, this would have meant that all of the people in Wisconsin who wanted to buy such a manufacturer’s cars and all of the manufacturer’s other dealers would be penalized along with the manufacturer; in today’s terminology it involved “overkill.” Another draft called for the award of double damages to the injured dealer which he could obtain in a private civil action. Finally, a bill appears in the file that added the manufacturer licensing features to the 1935 legislation along with provisions on when licenses could be denied, revoked, or suspended. See Wis. Senate Bill 206 (1937).\(^{112}\)

102 Interview.
103 Wis. Stat. § 218.01(2) (bd) (3) (1963).
104 Wis. Stat. §§ 218.01(1a), 218.01(1) (j)-(l) (1963).
106 Wis. Stat. § 218.01(3) (a) (15) (1968).
110 Wis. Stat. § 218.01(3) (a) (21) (1983).
112 Wis. Stat. § 218.01(3) (1963).
113 Wis. Stat. § 218.01(8) (d) (1963).
114 Ibid.
119 Manufacturers face difficult problems in distribution since they of-
The penal statutes are more varied, but all leave enforcement to local law enforcement agencies and use fines rather than licensing as sanctions. The Minnesota\textsuperscript{120} and South Dakota\textsuperscript{121} acts closely follow the Wisconsin language in defining the things that a manufacturer may not do. The Wyoming statute prohibits a manufacturer from requiring the construction of a building or the purchase of anything to keep a dealership.\textsuperscript{122} The North Dakota statute does no more than require that a manufacturer repurchase certain items from a dealer upon termination of a franchise.\textsuperscript{123}

A separate category is needed for the New York statute.\textsuperscript{124} It says that a manufacturer may not terminate a dealer’s franchise “except for cause” but does not provide expressly any remedy or sanction if a manufacturer fails to comply.

b. When and Where What Kinds of Statutes Have Been Passed

Twenty statutes have been passed, at least eight have been defeated, and dealer associations in at least nine states have considered pressing for legislation but decided not to do it. Table 1 indicates what has been done and where. Unfortunately, as one moves from the formal enactments of state legislatures to consideration by dealer associations, the available information becomes more and more fragmentary and less reliable.

c. Why Action Has or Has Not Been Taken

Why have dealers’ associations in some states pressed for statutes and succeeded in getting them passed while in other states the associations have failed? Why would an association decide not to press for some type of statute? To answer these questions as far as they can be answered, one must look to the balance of power between the dealers and the manufacturers when they appeal to state legislatures and to the balance of gains and costs to the dealers which comes with these statutes.

The organized dealers have a number of advantages in a power struggle at the state level. They can present arguments directed toward social policy in terms of the abuses of “coercion” and “arbitrary” cancellations of a business that represents a man’s life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Statute introduced, date first passed, and type if known</th>
<th>Statute considered and rejected by number and date of dealer organization in state</th>
<th>Rank in 1964 as to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Wisconsin \textsuperscript{125} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Iowa \textsuperscript{126} (admin., licensing; limited application)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) North Dakota \textsuperscript{127} (admin., licensing; typical application)</td>
<td></td>
<td>47th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Florida \textsuperscript{128} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>94th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Virginia \textsuperscript{129} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>138th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Wyoming \textsuperscript{130} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>506th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Rhode Island \textsuperscript{131} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>293th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) South Dakota \textsuperscript{132} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Oklahoma \textsuperscript{133} (admin., licensing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{120} Minn. Stat. Ann. § 185.27 (14) (1960).

\textsuperscript{121} S.D. Code § 54-1103 (Supp. 1960).


\textsuperscript{123} N.D. Cent. Code §§ 51-97-01 to -03 (Supp. 1963).